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EXTREME POINTS AND OUTER FUNCTIONS IN Hι(Un)

Kozό YABUTA

(Received March 14, 1970)

It is well known that every extreme point of the unit ball of //*(£/) is an
outer function with norm 1 and vice versa [ 1 ]. In this note we shall point
out that for n ^ 2 , every outer function (a generalized notion of 1-dimensional
outer function, introduced by W.Rudin [ 2 ],) with norm 1 is also an extreme
point of the unit ball S of HιQJn), but there exists an extreme point of S
which has so many zeros and is consequently not outer. We shall show Theorem
5 for such an example. We state first some facts about extreme points of S and
outer functions, which can be shown by a little modification of de Leeuw-
Rudin's method [ 1 ].

Let mn denote the Haar measure of the torus Tn, the distiguished boundary
of the unit polydisc Un in the space of n complex variables. If / is holomorphic
in Un

9 define

f*(w) — lim f(rw)

for those w eTn for which this radial limit exists. A holomorphic function
f^Hι(Un) is said to be outer if

lQgl/(0)l=( \og\f*(w)\dmn{w)

THEOREM 1. Every outer function with norm 1 is an extreme point of
S, (ni£l).

THEOREM 2. Iff=gh9 for some non-constant inner function g and
hzHι(JJn)y || A||! = 1, then f is not an extreme point of S> (w^l).

THEOREM 3. A function f € Hι(Un) lies in the norm closure of the set
of all outer functions with norm 1 if and only if | | / | | i= 1 and f(z)^0 for
all zzUn, (rc^l).

THEOREM 4. A function f a Hι(JJn) lies in the weak*-closure of the set

We use systematically the notations of [ 2 ].
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of all outer functions with norm 1 if and only if fe S and f(z) =*F 0 for all
zzUn, or if f is identically 0, (w^l).

Now we give an example stated above.

THEOREM 5. -^r-(zx + z2) is an extreme point of S, (w^2).

PROOF. We shall show in the case n = 2 for simplicity of notation, but
our proof is general. Assume

. 9 _

where f^H\U% \\f}\\t = H^ + ̂ L =-±-(j.= l,2). Then "we have

and

( 2 )

= - | - a.e.6»s€(O,2»).

Hence there is a measurable set £ j of m.Ei = 1 such that
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On the other hand, there is a measurable set E2 of mE2 — 1 such that

fj(zl9 eiΦ>) € H\U) (j = 1, 2, θ2 € £ f )

and

lim Mrxe»\ e»') - ff(e*\ e»>) a.e. (?,((?,€ £ 2 , / = 1, 2) .

Set E = Eι Π E2 and H J X ^ I * ^ ι 2)lli = oίyβz)* / = 1> 2, Θ2€ E.
o

Then, by ( 3 ) , we have Λi(02) + cc2(θ2)=

Fix #2 £ £• Assume ^i(^2) = ^2(^2) and put

Then we have

By assumption we have

Since ||21 + eί*2||1 = and zx Λ- ei9i is an outer function in H\U) and thus an
7t

ext reme point of H\U), w e must have
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We have, therefore,

( 4) f,{zu e«') = -J-Λ,(0t)(*. + e»>) (J = 1,2).

These expressions hold also for aλ > <x2, and so for all θ2 € E.
Now there is a measurable set E3 of πιEz = 1 and #1 £ (0, 2π) such that

and

lim lim.ACr.e1'1,/•,«"•)

= lim lim ffy x^\ r2e
iβ')

= ff(eu>,eu>) (θteEt).

Using this fact and ( 4 ) , we extend oίι(θ2) holomorphically into U = {z2: \z2\ < 1}

by

fι{e»>, z2) = \ax{z2){e^ + z2) (z2 € C7).

Since eί#ι + 22 is an outer function and f(eί9\ z2) € H\U)9 a^z) lies in N#(U).

And as 0 ίg tfi(#2) = 8/ΛΓ> ̂ i(^) lies in H°°(U) and hence must be constant. By

definition of #i(02) and CL2[Θ2), we must have

which shows via (4) that f\—f2 = zιΛ-z2. This proves that-y-^i +2 2 ) is an

extreme point of the unit ball of Hι(U2). Q. E. D.
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